Projections of climate change are emerging to play major roles in many applications. However, assessing reliability of climate change projections, especially at regional scales, remains a major challenge. An important question is the degree of progress made since the earlier IPCC simulations (CMIP3) to the latest, recently completed CMIP5. We consider the continental Indian monsoon as an example and apply a hierarchical approach for assessing reliability, using the accuracy in simulating the historical trend as the primary criterion. While the scope has increased in CMIP5, there is essentially no improvement in skill in projections since CMIP3 in terms of reliability (confidence). Thus, it may be necessary to consider acceptable models for specific assessment rather than simple ensemble. Analysis of climate indices shows that in both CMIP5 and CMIP3 certain common processes at large and regional scales as well as slow timescales are associated with successful simulation of trend and mean.
C limate projections are emerging as critical inputs for many applications and decision support. However, assessment of reliability of climate projections remains a major challenge; the challenge is greater at regional scales. At the same time, accurate projections of regional climate systems, like the Continental Indian Monsoon (CIM), are critical for assessing the sustainability of a large section of the world's population and to determine the future of the global climate system. However, significant uncertainties still exist regarding the reliability of the projections from the dynamical climate models, especially for regional systems like the south Asian summer monson [1] [2] [3] . Conceptually, any assessment of reliability of projections has to be based on their present-day (current-era) performance. The climate models today generally possess superior skill in seasonal forecasting 4 than statistical models, and can be evaluated in hindcast mode; however, evaluation of reliability of climate projection will remain a challenge, especially over areas with contribution from natural climate variability 5 , such as the Indian monsoon 6 . In spite of their common basic mechanism, monsoons over different regions are subject to diverse forcings 7 ; thus the responses of the various regional monsoons to a changing climate are expected to vary 2, 3 . Estimates of impacts from anthropogenic climate change rely on projections from climate models. Uncertainties in the climate projections are a strong limiting factor in estimation of impacts and hence policy design, especially at regional scales.
An important issue in our approach is to assess climate projections based on the accuracy of trends for the current climate. Many climate-modelling groups around the world have participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5). Under CMIP5, a series of simulations including the twentieth century historical simulation and the twenty-first century climate projections with four different representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios were performed 8 ; most CMIP5 models include both direct and indirect effects of aerosols. In the earlier phase (CMIP3) also twentieth century simulations and twenty-first century climate projections were carried out with three different climate scenarios 9 . Several works report that the CMIP5 multi-model mean is more skillful than that from the CMIP3 models 10 . The CMIP5 models simulated mean precipitation varies from 500 mm to 900 mm and coefficient of variation from 3 to 13% 11 . Studies have reported an increase of global monsoon area and precipitation intensity under the RCP4.5 scenario of CMIP5 12, 13 . An evaluation of the Indian summer monsoon rainfall for the period 1850 to 2100 in 20 CMIP5 models showed 14 a consistent increase in summer monsoon mean rainfall; essentially all models were reported to simulate stronger seasonal mean rainfall in the future compared to the historic period under different RCP scenarios, with the highest increase under strongest warming scenario RCP8.5. However, a consensus among models does not necessarily imply reliability of the projections. Similarly, analysis of regional monsoonal rainfall and their changes in the 21st century under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios from 29 CMIP5 climate models showed 7 that the global monsoon precipitation intensity and the global monsoon total precipitation are also projected to increase. However, as noted 7 , the limited ability of the models to reproduce the current monsoon climate, along with the large scatter among the simulations, imply only low confidence in the projections.
An evaluation of simulations of Asian summer monsoon from 25 CMIP5 and 22 CMIP3 simulations of the late twentieth Century was reported in terms of time-mean, climatological annual cycle, interannual variability, and intraseasonal variability 10 . However, no comparative evaluation in terms of trends was reported. Besides, as noted earlier, the characteristics for CIM can be very different from those for a larger system like the Asian monsoon. Certain improvements, such as in simulation of seasonality, have been reported in CMIP5 over CMIP3 15 , with most CMIP5 models correctly simulating very low rainfall rates outside of the monsoon season.
An analysis of expected future pulse of the Indian monsoon climate based on observational and CMIP3 projections was used to claim 16 that the Indian monsoon rainfall in the latter half of the 21th century may be very similar to the current monsoon in terms of amount. However, the analysis was based on only CMIP3 simulations; nor were trends, nor any other measure, considered to ascertain reliability (or confidence). It has been already noted that projected global temperature change in CMIP5 is remarkably similar to that from those from CMIP3 17 ; in spite of substantial effort in model development and improved computational capacity, there has been no significant change in the local model spread.
It is known that the trends in rainfall over the continental India are quite different (often opposite) to those over the neighboring oceans 18, 19 ; thus, only consideration of the continental rainfall can provide meaningful inputs to assessment and planning of sustainability 20 . Most of the models now simulate the annual cycle of rainfall over India fairly accurately; the spread in the simulations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] is not unacceptably high. However, these results do not necessarily guarantee accurate simulation of the trends for the recent past, and hence do not imply reliability of the projections.
As noted earlier, quantification and assessment of reliability of any projection is a challenge as the projection cannot be immediately verified like a short-term forecast. This challenge is particularly greater for climate projections due to the presence of (non-linear) trends. In particular, variation of trends in different epochs due to low-frequency variability introduces additional uncertainties. However, it is reasonable and logical to expect that the model simulations reproduce current trends with sufficient accuracy; this argument can be further strengthened through examination of consistency between cross-epochal trends. For a quantitative measure of reliability of projection, we adopt accuracy in the simulation of the historical trends. We have adopted a hierarchical approach to identify reliability of trends, based on increasingly demanding metrics, than on a single parameter like absolute error. An objective here is to assess the reliability of the projections at regional scale relevant for application, specifically to CIM. To avoid any ambiguity due to the selection of geographical coverage as well as to ensure relevance of the results for application, we consider only continental Indian monsoon (CIM) rainfall (June-September); this also allows a robust analysis with multiple sets of observation ( Historical precipitation records over the monsoon regions around the globe reveal a decreasing trend in the global land monsoon precipitation 27, 28 over the last half of the century , with primary contributions from a weakening of the summer monsoon systems in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). When the oceanic monsoon rainfall is combined with the land monsoon, the global monsoon precipitation is found to have increased for the 1979-2008 epoch, mainly due to an increase in the NH summer monsoon precipitation 13, 28 . Thus the future trajectory for a given monsoon cannot be in general inferred from the studies of the other monsoon systems.
One of the possible sources of error (difference) in simulations is the model's ability to simulate various regional and large-scale climate processes. Both CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations exhibit large spreads in simulations of average monsoon rainfall and their interannual variability 29 , although the multi model ensemble mean monsoon rainfall is found within the observational uncertainty. In terms of the seasonal cycle of rainfall, the CMIP5 models were reported 29 to generate relatively more realistic features than CMIP3. However, these analyses did not involve analysis of trends, and thus cannot be used to assess reliability of projections in our framework.
An analysis of the Indian summer monsoon-ENSO relationship showed over persistence of ENSO events in many CMIP models, while the relation between Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and the Indian monsoon-IOD was not found to be significant in the simulations 29 . These analyses were used as a basis for a methodology for selecting (12) ''best'' models to analyze projections in the RCP8.5 scenario 29 . However, the objective criteria did not include the quality of the simulation of the trends.
There have been several works on evaluation of CMIP3 projections in different contexts 30 , and sometimes with limited number of models 31 . It is generally noted that the confidence in the projections of rainfall is lower than that in temperature 30, 31 . The similarity in the projections of global temperature changes from CMIP3 and CMIP5 models was also noted 16 . However, rarely the question of reliability of the projections (in terms of accuracy in simulating current trends) has been addressed; at the same time, as noted earlier quality of simulation of mean and variability does not imply accurate simulation of trends. We address this issue with a hierarchical evaluation. An equally important question addressed here is whether, and how much, progress has been achieved in CMIP5 in projecting regional systems like CIM; this question has not been unambiguously addressed due to arbitrary choice of monsoon domains in many studies. The results are expected to identify methodology and directions for more reliable, and applicable 5 climate projections.
Results
The assessment of the simulated trends is made further complex by the fact that the observed trend itself has a degree of uncertainty; different observed data sets show appreciable differences among them ( Table 1 ). The differences in the basic statistical quantities like the mean and the standard deviation in different observations are quite high (Table 1) . To avoid any bias in the evaluation, we have considered six data sets from different sources (Table 1) . Further, a multi-epochal analysis ( In what follows, unless otherwise mentioned, we shall consider the composite observation for evaluation of the simulations. For gaining insight, we consider three (equal-weight average) ensembles based on the levels of the statistical significance of the trends: High significance (Probability, P , 0.01), Low significance (P , 0.05) and all-average observations. For model simulations, such as trends and correlation coefficients, we shall adopt a value P , 0.2 as the acceptable level of significance in view of inherent uncertainties in simulations. The trends for three epochs had been used to examine and establish the consistency of the analysis; however, only long-term trends are used to evaluate the CIM simulations. The results and the conclusions regarding monsoon can also change depending on the selection of the domain 14, 15 . To ensure robustness of our results, we have considered five domains that encompass relatively small case of CIM as well as larger domain that also includes parts of Indian Ocean (Fig. 1 ). As expected, there are small differences among the seasonal mean rainfall and the trends for different domains even in observations (Fig. 1) ; however, the values are generally consistent. We note that for D5 (continental India plus ocean) the trends are opposite for 1951-2005 and 1951-1975 ; however, this could be a manifestation of low-frequency variability. For our discussion, it is important to note that both CMIP3 and CMIP5 (all) ensemble reproduce the current trends within the margin of acceptability (Fig. 1) .
It has been argued that an ensemble of all simulations may be the best option as performance varies with metric 30 . In contrast, we look for the best model(s) for a given metric (application). A highlight of our methodology is a hierarchical evaluation in which certain criteria (metrics) are considered more important than the others in evaluating model performances. We organize our hierarchy of criteria (in terms of increasing constraint) as follow: (Fig. 2b, middle panels) . Thus the decreasing trend in the seasonal rainfall is highly regional effect, as also earlier noted 15 . These negative trends are well captured by some of the simulations in both the CMIP5 (Fig. 2a, left panel) and CMIP3 (Fig. 2a, right panels) . The symbols A-U/a-x used to represent the individual CMIP3/CMIP5 climate model simulations as described in Table S1 . However, while all-member ensemble shows show insignificant negative trends as June-september observed, the CMIP3 ensembles show opposite trends ( Fig. 2a right  panels) , essentially due to a few simulations with large positive trends. In terms of the larger domain, both CMIP5 and CMIP3 ensembles show positive trends as observed, but not significant as the observed trends. For the CMIP5 models, however, Fig. 2a (top left) shows that, out of the 21 models considered, only nine reproduce the negative trend as observed; only five of these trends (Fig. 2a , top left panel) are of statistical significance (P , 0.2) and comparable to the observed trend (Fig. 2a , top middle, P , 0.05). In particular, none of the CMIP5 ensembles (thick arrows, Fig. 2a ) satisfies the criterion of even negative trend. The result is no different for the annual rainfall; thus, the lack of skill for CIM rainfall cannot be attributed to shifts in the seasonal rainfall in the simulations (Fig. 2a , bottom left).
In the next step of hierarchical assessment, we have considered the simulations with significant (P , 0.2) negative trends in CIM rainfall (Fig. 3a) that fall in an acceptable error band in the seasonal and annual rainfall (within the dispersion in the observations). While all the ensembles are within or near the box of acceptability (with the observed ensemble at the center by definition), only a few simulations from either CMIP3 or CMIP5 are within the box; many simulations show as much as 60% difference with the observed values ( Fig. 3a) , although, the ensemble average of CMIP5 is closer to the observed composite than the CMIP3 composite (Fig. 3a) . In terms of the spread around the observed values, the CMIP5 models show wider spread than the CMIP3 simulations. As per our hierarchical evaluation, nine (E,F,H,J,K,L,P,R,U) CMIP5 simulations and eight (h,i,j,k,l,o,s,u) CMIP3 simulations satisfy weaker twin criteria (a) and (b) however, there are only two CMIP5 simulation (L, U) that satisfy the twin criteria of simulating the acceptable range of observed trend and the seasonal/annual rainfall over the period 1951-2005; there are two CMIP3 simulations (h, s) that satisfy these criteria. In what follows, we shall focus on seasonal (CIM) rainfall. The area-averaged seasonal rainfall from the selected CMIP5 and CMIP3 ensembles shows decreasing trend as observed (Fig. 3b) ; however, CMIP5 indicates a weaker trend while CMIP3 produces a stronger trend. It is interesting to note that in terms of absolute error in trends, CMIP5 and CMIP3 are comparable.
To further examine the robustness and the consistency of the results, we have analyzed trends in different epochs. Multi-epochal analysis of trends for CMIP ensembles as well as the selected models shows ( Table 2 ) that both CMIP composites and the selected models provide epochal trends consistent with the observed trends. Both CMIP ensembles (except for CMIP5 ensemble for show only weak and often positive trends for all the three epochs against significant observed negative trends (Table 2 ). In contrast, the ensembles of selected models show significant negative trends for each epoch (Table 2) . Similarly, four selected models show generally significant negative trends for each epoch consistent with the corresponding observed trends. In particular, epoch-wise trends are consistent with the long-period (1951-2005) trends (Table 2 ). This strengthens our argument that epochal trends provide a measure of reliability of simulation of future trends; however, epochal trends cannot be used readily as evaluation criteria due to various uncertainties.
However, a large number of physical processes, both regional and larger scales, are known to play important role in the dynamics of CIM 1, [32] [33] [34] ; it is thus a difficult task to assign exact reasons for the failure in simulating satisfying the twin criteria. While aerosol and other anthropogenic forcings 35 may be major drivers of the trends, the roles of the dynamical processes need to be investigated first. We have next considered the following indices (Fig. S1 , Table 3 ) in terms of correlation coefficients (CC) between CIM rainfall and (a) sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies over NINO3. 4 
region (ENSO-CIM index), (b) Land equator thermal gradient over South Asia (LETG-SA index), (c) deep tropospheric thermal difference (DTTD index), (d) Land equator thermal gradient over India (LETG-IND index) and (e) difference in east-west SST difference (IOD index)
. The 1ve/2ve index means the relationship between interannual variability of CIM rainfall and regional/large-scale climate indicators.
Comparison of the large-scale indices (ENSO index and the LETG-SA) from the simulations (Fig. 4a , brown and green bars, respectively) with the corresponding observed values (Fig. 4a, middle  panel) shows that while many (16) of the CMIP3 simulations reproduce observed negative CC (Fig. 3a, top panel) at 99% significant level, only a few (10) CMIP5 simulations show this observed characteristic (Fig. 4a, bottom panel) . In particular, the CMIP3 ensemble shows a negative ENSO-CIM index at more than 99% significance level; for the CMIP5 ensemble this significance is ,95% (Fig. 4a , thick brown bars). With respect to LETG-SA, the CMIP3 ensemble produces a positive CC as observed, but with low significance; for CMIP5 ensemble, this CC is zero (Fig. 4a , thick green bars). Further, only CMIP3 ensemble shows LETG-SA index of the same sign and significance as that of the observed (Fig. 4a) . Thus the CMIP5 simulations have in general poorer quality than the CMIP3 simulations in reproducing the observed association between large-scale processes and CIM. Similar conclusions also hold for distribution of simulations for the regional process (Fig. 4b) . In terms of the IOD index, eight of the CMIP3 models simulate values similar to the observed and the negative trend in the seasonal rainfall; five CMIP5 simulations satisfy these twin criteria (Table S2 and S3) .
As noted earlier, the acceptability of the simulation in terms of mean or variability and that with respect to trend needs to be considered separately. We next consider the difference between the observed and the simulated seasonal rainfall and difference between observed and simulated correlation coefficients (Fig. 5) . Distribution of the simulations in this plane shows most of the CMIP5 simulations to have either positive or negative bias; however, the average bias is quite small (10% of the observed composite). In contrast, CMIP3 Table 3 | Models from CMIP3 and CMIP5 that satisfy the condition of significant negative trend in CIM seasonal rainfall and seasonal (CIM) and annual rainfall within the acceptability band, are shown along with correlation coefficients between CIM rainfall and large-scale and regional scale climate indices. The models that agree with the observed correlations (same sign and significant) are highlighted; the observed values of the CC are given in the parenthesis. The acceptable ranges (620% of the observed composite; i.e., the observed dispersion) in the ratio of seasonal and annual rainfall to the observed are highlighted. CIM rainfall projection for next 25 simulations show distinct negative bias (underestimation) in seasonal mean rainfall (Fig. 5, left panels) ; while this may be related to the basic design (forcings) of CMIP3 and CMIP5, a clear interpretation is not available. With respect to the linear trend in the observed CIM (Fig. 5 , right panels) CMIP3 simulations (blue) are nearly equally distributed about the zero line, while the CMIP5 simulations show clear positive bias. In general, more CMIP3 simulations are found within the acceptability bands, with the CMIP3 ensemble closer to the observed ensemble than the CMIP5 ensemble (Fig. 5) .
One of the possible sources of error (difference) in simulations is the model's ability to simulate various regional and large-scale climate processes. A large spread exists in both Indian and Australian average monsoon rainfall and their interannual variability in CMIP3 and CMIP5 29 . Most CMIP5 simulations generally produce weaker than observed ENSO-CIM index, and stronger than observed LETG-SA index (Fig. 5) . With respect to regional processes, both CMIP5 and CMIP3 simulations show stronger than observed LETG-IND index with comparable IOD index (Fig. S2) .
It is important to note that all the simulations that satisfy the condition of significant negative trend in the historical simulation of CIM rainfall also possess LETG-IND index similar to that in the observation (Table 3) ; no such consistent signal is seen for the other two regional indices DTTD (Table 3) and IOD (Fig. 4b) . Indeed all the simulations that satisfy some acceptability criteria also show LETG-IND index close to observation (Table S2) , although some models are found with weaker acceptability criteria (2D) in terms of annual and seasonal mean rainfall. In terms of large-scale indices, all the seven simulations that satisfy the criteria in terms of seasonal and annual mean as well as significant negative trend in the historical simulation of CIM rainfall show significant (99% in five cases, 95% in two cases) ENSO index as observed, while no consistent signal emerges for the LETG-SA index (Table 3 ). It appears that successful simultaneous simulation of some indices is necessary for reproducing accurate trend in the historical data and acceptable annual and seasonal mean; overall, the importance of the land-ocean contrast is consistent with earlier results 36 . However, while these may provide necessary conditions, they are clearly not sufficient. An important feature is that there is no simulation that shows significant negative trend in seasonal rainfall without simulating the LETG-IND index and ENSO index similar to the observed values (Table 3) .
It is interesting to note that the models L, U and h that satisfy the criteria in terms of seasonal and annual mean as well as significant negative trend in the historical simulation of CIM rainfall project weak or significant negative trend for the period 2006-2030 (Table 2 ). In contrast, the three simulations (s) with low annual and seasonal mean (but with significant negative trend in the historical simulation of CIM rainfall) project high and positive trend for 2006-2030 for most scenarios ( Table 2) .
The monsoon rainfall also exhibits prominent multi-decadal variability 37 ; thus epochal trends are modulated by the phase of the multi-decadal variability. The quality of simulations of multi-decadal variability can be thus another important measure of quality of the CMIP simulations. The multi-decadal climate variability in area averaged (Land only: 70-85E; 10-30N) seasonal rainfall for the period 1901-2005, represented as Cramer's t-statistic 38, 39 shows (Fig. 6 ) that both CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations (selected and ensemble) exhibit multi-decadal variability with characteristics similar to those in composite observation. It also clarifies the hazards of trying to break up the inter decadal behavior with an arbitrary dividing date such as 1975 (Fig. 3b and Fig. 6 ). The selected simulations show a much higher degree of coherence (similar phase) than the rest of the simulations; in particular, the all-simulation ensemble of CMIP3 does not exhibit the observed characteristics (Fig. 6) ; interestingly, the all-simulation ensemble of CMIP5 shows a decadal variability but with phases essentially opposite to those of observation or ensemble of selected CMIP5 models ( Figure 6 ). While 76% of CMIP5 simulations simulate positive phase of slow time-scale variability during 1920-1955 and 67% show negative phase for the period 1956-2000, only 62% of simulations show both phases (Fig. 6d) . On the other hand, CMIP3 simulates ,50% of the simulations show the phases individually; it poorly simulates (25%) both the phases of slow variability (Fig. 6c) . While the epochal trends may have various uncertainties such as due to low-frequency (decadal) variability, and cannot be used readily for model evaluation, it is interesting, and encouraging, that simulations that satisfy the other acceptability criteria also perform well in terms of simulation of low-frequency variability. In particular, the models selected based on hierarchical assessment, one each from CMIP5 (L) and CMIP3 (s), simulate both the phases and the amplitudes reasonably well, while others do not.
Discussion
An accurate simulation of the observed trends is a primary indicator of reliability of projections for future climate. Our results show that no significant progress has been achieved in our ability to simulate basic quantities like observed seasonal mean and trend, and hence to project the regional climate system, namely CIM, with reasonable certainty. It is normally expected that an ensemble of simulations, statistically, would provide a more reliable result than any of the individual simulations; given that the (equal-weight) ensemble from either CMIP3 or CMIP5 does not provide a more accurate simulation, there is an urgent need for redesigning multi-model ensemble. Given that CMIP5 have poorer quality than the CMIP3 in simulating the observed features of CIM, a critical look at our strategy for model improvement is also required. A silver lining is the consistency across the large number of simulations in terms of association between simulations and climate indices. Such consistency provides an objective way of assessing reliability of climate projections based on physical and mechanistic understanding; such approaches are necessary to offset any effect of non-stationarity of observed trends in assessing projections. However, while the quality of the simulations in terms of various metrics might not have improved, the CMIP5 simulations can be argued to be based on a more comprehensive and refined knowledge base 17 , implying large applicability. A major aspect of hierarchical evaluation is based on validation of simulated trends against observed trends in CIM rainfall for assessing confidence in future-climate simulations. We should emphasize that such a validation of simulated trends certainly provides a necessary requirement; but not necessarily a sufficient condition. Analysis of climate indices shows that in both CMIP5 and CMIP3 certain common processes at large and regional scales show consistency with skill in simulation (Table S2 ); in particular, these climate simulations also simulate the observed relationship between CIM and ENSO/ LETG-IND. Similarly, other parameters in addition to phases of multi-decadal oscillation and multi-epoch trend can be included for enhanced confidence.
We have refrained from assigning any definite cause(s) for the decrease in rainfall during 1951-1975 as there are many interacting complex processes as well as a spectrum of natural variability at different time periods. It could be argued, based on the similarity of trends during 1951-1975 and those during 1975-2005 , that aerosol or anthropogenic sources may not have significant contribution to the declining trends in CIM in the current epoch; however, there is some evidence 40 , that aerosols may have significant effects in the recent epoch, 1951-1996. However, definitive attribution is difficult as the precise amplitudes and the phases of the low-frequency variability are not known. The enhanced scope in the CMIP5 models may enable addressing a wider spectrum of applications 5, 16 . Although we have considered CIM for a case study, arguments presented earlier indicate that assessments are needed for other regional systems.
The current analysis is based on simulations with a single initial condition from each model. However, use of multiple simulations with different initial conditions, may not change the basic conclusions, especially since the current simulations also use different initial conditions; however, this issue needs to be explored. As against the natural system, the correlations, trends etc in the simulations are a result of the model dynamics that is not necessarily identical across the models. Thus, each model will need independent analysis and improvement. Finally, our results suggest a metric (application) based evaluation of climate models rather than looking for a best model that performs well for all metrics. Quite clearly, a metric for CIM rainfall may not be adequate for comparing spatial patterns that are more useful for application; however, more elaborate comparison will require climate simulations of adequate skill. While these issues are definitely challenging, they need to be properly addressed given the importance of climate projections.
Methods
In this study, we examine observed rainfall from a panoply of sources and the climate model simulations (20 th century simulations from CMIP3 and historical simulation from CMIP5) from IPCC 10 . The climate model projections from CMIP5 (scenarios B1, A1B, A2) and CMIP5 (scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5) are used in this study. The climate model codes are shown in Table S1 . The observed daily . Monthly rainfall on a 2.5-degree global grid from 1979 to the present is adopted from Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) based on over 6,000 rain gauge stations, and satellite geostationary and low-orbit infrared, passive microwave, and sounding observations 24 ; monthly rainfall is also adopted from CRU-Climate Research Unit 23 ; NCEP reanalysis rainfall 26 ; APHRO rainfall 24 , All India averaged monthly rainfall from IITM 20 and IMD 21 . In this study we use Cramer's test is to examine the stability of a long-term record in terms of comparison between the overall mean of an entire record and the mean of the certain part of the record (WMO 1966) . The statistical significance of the moving mean as well as decadal averages was examined using the Cramer's test statistics as follows:
t k~ffi ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n(N{2) N{n(1zr 2 k ) ! s r k where, r k~Rk {R À Á =s R is the mean for the total number of years and s is the standard deviation of the series for the total number of years (N) under investigation; R k is the mean for each successive n-year. The statistic t k is distributed as 'Student's t' with N-2 degrees of freedom. This test may be repeated for any desired number and choice of sub periods in the whole record. The time plot of the t-value gives the pictorial representation of variability.
